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Measuring and managing agency performance... Why?

In the dark?
Reveal the rocksReveal performance Then Act

Why?
Patients, Job seekers, Pensioners, Victims, Students, Witnesses...
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Patients, Job seekers, Pensioners, Victims, Students, Witnesses...
And Taxpayers.



Change in NZ public sector

Fiscal Grief Curve

Denial Acceptancep

“Keep our “There’s got 
■ Chief Executive takes 

control
■ Centre hits departments 

■ Front line deeply involved
■ Bottom up – harnesses 

The penny’s 
dropped

head down –
it will all go 

away”

to be a better 
way”

p
harder and 
indiscriminately

■ Cherry picking
■ “Saving” gestures 

(training, travel, biscuits)

front line 
knowledge/passion

■ Builds capability / 
professionalism

■ Continuous Improvement 
part of the organisation’sAnger■ Budgets are played with

■ Lack of buy-in
■ Lots of top down initiatives, 

reporting back just before an 
election

■ Will do it but on my terms
■ Cut “easy to cut” 

programmes, soft savings
■ Back office focus

- part of the organisation’s 
DNA. Negotiation

Effective 
measurement is 

criticalelection
■ Very busy top management, little 

change for frontline
■ Offer up unpalatable options 

(“shroud waving”)

■ Back office focus
■ Shared Services and 

collaboration at the margins

critical
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Where are you?



Scope

Performance management and measurement:

■ Purpose Energy and focusp

■ Principles 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

gy

The system and causal 

logic

StrategyStrategic 
Objectives

■ Components
Drivers and 

Metrics

Sphere of 
influence -

Accountability

g

Governance

Inputs Outputs Outcomes

Reporting
Actions to drive 

performance

National 
performance

Agency 
performanceProcurement 

performance

Value for 
Money 

Project 
Benefits 

■ Scope
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performance pperformance y
performance Management



Why improve performance management? What are the benefits? Agency 
performance

To:
Example: London 2012 Olympic Security balanced scorecard

1. Agree what is broadly inside our influence (and for which we may then be 
held accountable)

2. Understand and agree how strategy fits together – the causal relations 
between each key component and how they collectively deliver strategic 
objectives

3. Understand current performance and likely future performance

4 Know how well strategy is being implemented Understand what corrective4. Know how well strategy is being implemented. Understand what corrective 
actions to take if strategy is either not being implemented or is not being effective

5. Communicate. Up, down and across to key delivery partners. One page ‘at a glance’ 
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Purpose of Performance Management
- Current status

Agency 
performance

Energy

Purpose: To drive up the energy in an organisation and the focus of this energy on 
strategic objectives

gy

Energy

Focus / Agility

Energy

Focus

10

High
g y

5

Low

5

Low High Focus on strategic

Energy

Focus

Energy

Focus

0 105
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Low High Focus on strategic 
objectives

105
Where is your organisation now?



Purpose of Strategic performance management. What are we trying to do?

2. Future performance
(Vision, Targets)

Where do we want to 
get to?

How do we get there?

3. Strategy

g

Strategic 
objectives

1. Current 
4. Performance 

measurement 
performance

Where are we 
now?

■ How are we doing?
■ How are we likely to be doing in future?
■ How can we do better?

framework
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The strategic performance management jigsaw – Components Organisation 
performance

The system and causal logicStrategyStrategic 

Givens

Observations:

■ “Just do it”. Lip service and 
straight too the actions

Objectives

Inputs Outputs Outcomes

g

■ It’s all about measures and 
metrics - or even the IT system

Drivers and 

Metrics

Sphere of 
influence -

Accountability

Governance

■ Seeking perfection.

R iReporting
Actions to drive 

performance
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Performance management context - From strategy to value Agency 
performance

People processes:
• Recruitment/retention
• Culture
• Training/capabilities

Inputs Outputs Outcomes

• Training/capabilities
• Individual PM

$
Info Systems & 

Reporting

People Processes

ValueStrategy
Monitoring 
Framework 
(KPIs & 
Targets)

Behaviours 
Decisions & 

Actions$ Organisational 
Processes

Targets)

Org processes:

Results Customer/
Stakeholder

Processes People

Org processes:
• Budgeting/resource 

allocation
• Projects/initiatives
• Operational strategy
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What is the balanced scorecard? Agency 
performance

A scorecard:
C t / 1. Reports current performance and likely future 

performance
2. Is based on the cause and effect relations behind 

strategies

Results Customer/
Stakeholder

3. Originated in the private sector (Kaplan and Norton).
now used widely across Public, Private and Voluntary 
sectors.

Processes People

M&S 2001 – Profits of £1Bn… then 
fell of the cliff. They never saw it 

coming. Alison Reed UK FD: “if we’d 
had this scorecard, we might nothad this scorecard, we might not 

have ended up where we are”
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How likely are we to be successful in the future?
– Leading indicators (Predictive analytics)

Agency 
performance

Shift from financial reporting to 
Balanced Scorecard Results (Outputs & outcomes) Customers & Stakeholders

R ltResults

Internal Processes Information & People

From: 
“Trust me, It will all 
come good in the end”

To: “Given our agreed strategy, earlier improvements in our key 
strategic drivers (enablers) give confidence that strategic outcomes 
(results) will be delivered”.
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come good in the end (results) will be delivered .



Designing strategic measures and scorecards: 10 Principles

1. Start with strategy and focus on turning 
this into value 

3. Understand the system, cause and affect 
and key drivers - Intervention logic

<Quality of
management>

Sustainability

Supplier
performance

Operational success

Operational
capability

Readiness gap

Readiness profile

Residual capability

Tasking

Actual readiness
state of Force

Element

O

O

Force Element
activity levels

O

Budget

Stability of
global

environment

O

Equipment
availability at

readiness

Total number of
Force Elements

T i d

<Residual capability>

Quality of
maintenance

Quality of
management

<Supplier
performance>

Bearing

Ability to
regenerate

people

<Quality of collective
training>

<Budget>

<Trained strength>

Ability to
participate in

exercises

O

Quality of external
relations

Amount ofefficiencyachieved

<Uniformed
gapped billets>

Quality of logistics support

Quality of supplier
infrastructure

Government directives

<Resource
constraints>

O

Political will

Deployability

<Political will>

Level of
operational Risk

O

<Uniformed
gapped billets>

O

<Budget>

<Force Element
activity levels>

O

<Quality of external
relations>

<Actual readiness state
of Force Element>

O

<Uniformed
gapped billets>

O

4. Measure what counts… Don’t count what’s2. Confirm ownership up front - Governance

Ability toRegenerateForce Elements

Trained
strength

Quality of collective
training

Uniformed
gapped billets

O

Untrained
strength

Retention

Morale

Quality of life

Recruitment

O

Personal
effectiveness

Individual
training

<Quality of
management>

<Quality ofmanagement>

<Budget>

Desire for
operational success

<Operational
success>

Quality of leadership

Strength of ethos

Access to
appropriate training

facilities

Resource
constraints

Manpower
availability

O
O

O

o t ca w

<Quality of
collective training>

O

O

4. Measure what counts… Don t count what s 
easiest to measure

2. Confirm ownership up front Governance

Account Management Effectiveness

Customer sacrifice
OEase of complaining
OEase of Payment

PM Framework
Customer
Satisfaction

Customer sacrificeOy
OEase of using service

Experience of competitor services
Satisfaction with collection issues

Satisfaction with contact/info
Satisfaction with Delivery issues

O

O
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Satisfaction with Delivery issues
Satisfaction with products/services



Designing strategic measures and scorecards: 10 Principles (Cont.)

5. Measure what’s inside your sphere of 
influence. Use to drive accountability

7. Ensure an appropriate number of measures 
and minimise the measurement burden

In Out

OutInside
Outside

6. Cascade strategy down. 8 Set targets carefully to drive desired

Inside 
control

OutInside

6. Cascade strategy down. 
Create line of sight up

8. Set targets carefully to drive desired 
behaviours
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Designing strategic measures and scorecards: 10 Principles

9. Present a balanced view of performance
– Leading and lagging measures

10. Apply an effective process that produces 
the right framework, and ensures buy-in

Results
Subjective

Enablers
Objective
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Why a balanced view? Why a Balanced scorecard? - A personal example

Strategic objective:  A long and healthy life

Results Enablers
■ Exercise?
■ Smoke?

Days off sick – 45

Objective measureSubjective measure

■ Smoke?
■ Eat properly?
■ Stressed?

Dead by 72?

jj
■ Temperature? (Lagging)
■ Blood pressure? (Leading)
■ Cholesterol? (Leading)

How do you feel?
- Lousy!

Knowledge of the system
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...What action should I take?



Assessing performance

Four options
1. Comparison of a service over time

3. Comparison of a service 
internationallyy

2 Comparison of the same service 4 Comparison with analogue
Are we 

successful2. Comparison of the same service 
across providers

ng

4. Comparison with analogue 
services

successful
?

ob
le

m
 g

am
bl

in

co
ho

l

ep
re

ss
io

n

ba
cc

o
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End of theory – into reality 
and how to do itand how to do it



Assessing performance – are we successful? 
Example NZ Road Policing

Agency 
performance

$1,200 AUS 2001-2009

Increased

Social cost per head of population
NZ, Australia & Canada

Conclusions
 NZ is a mid 

f

$800 

$1,000 

NZ 2001-2011

Increased 
$21 per head 

pop.

ul
at

io
n 

performer
 NZ has 

improved 
slightly faster 
than Canada

0.2% pa

$400 

$600 
Decreased 
$268 per 

head pop.

C d 2001t p
er

 h
ea

d 
of

 p
op

uthan Canada 
and significantly 
faster than 
Australia. 4.3% pa

$-

$200 

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Canada  2001-
2010

Decreased 
$195 per head 

pop.

So
ci

al
 c

os
t

3 7% pa

Note: Casualty information for Australia uses a wider 
definition and includes all accidents occurring on the road, 
including crashes involving for example a cyclist and a

Sources
-NZ: Motor Vehicle Crashes in NZ 2011. Statistical Statement Calendar Year 2011. Ministry of Transport; Statistics New Zealand.  
-AUS: Trends in serious injury due to land transport accidents, Australia 2000–01 to 2008–09. Australian Institute of Health and Welfare.  

NZ Canada AUS Linear (NZ) Linear (Canada) Linear (AUS)

p p3.7% pa
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including crashes involving, for example, a cyclist and a 
pedestrian, or a vehicle and a train if the crash occurs at 
an intersection of a road and the train tracks.  

- Canada: Road Safety Annual Report 2013. OECD International Transport Forum; Canadian Motor Vehicle Traffic Collision Statistics: 2010 
Statistics Canada.  
- Social cost: Social Cost of Road Crashes and Injuries June 2012 update. Ministry of Transport 2012.  



Assessing performance – Setting targets Agency 
performance

10

12

NZ 6.5 fatalities per 100,000. 21st highest out of 25

Road fatalities (Per 100,000 population 2011. Source: OECD, 2012)

2

4

6

8

Best Worst
Conclusion
An opportunity to 
improve
If NZ f d

0

2 Best Worst

Improvement rate Average annual percentage decrease in road fatalities If NZ performed 
equivalent to the 
best:
■ 150 lives would 

4

5

6

7
NZ – 4.9% Average annual change. 11th out of 27 mid-range

Improvement rate Average annual percentage decrease in road fatalities
OECD countries 2000-2011. (Source: OECD, 2012)

be saved each 
year

■ And $569 Million 
a year

0

1

2

3

4

Best Worst
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a year.



How to measure if you are successful? Organisation 
performance

2 Extract from ‘Strategy 
documents’ key 
drivers

1 Agree strategy and 
objectives 3 Determine impact 

and organisation’s 
ability to influence 

4 Prioritise High 
Impact High 
Influence drivers

pa
ct

High

Med

Lpa
ct

High

Med

L

drivers

Develop strategy map Most
Critical

Influence
Outside Inside

Im
p Low

Influence
Outside Inside

Im
p Low

Least
Critical

5
Quality of supplier

i f

<Quality of
management>

Develop cause & effect model of 
most critical drivers

6
Availability of doctrine

Create driver tree of 
organisational performance

7 Identify balanced set of 
measures and define

Sustainability

Supplier
performance

Operational success

Operational
capability

Readiness gap

Readiness profile

Residual capability

Tasking

Actual readiness
state of Force

Element

O

O

Force Element
activity levels

O

Budget

Stability of
global

environment
O

Equipment
availability at

readiness

Ability toRegenerateForce Elements

Total number of
Force Elements

Trained
strength

<Residual capability>

Quality of
maintenance

Quality of
management

<Supplier
performance>

Uniformed
gapped billets

O

Bearing

Untrained
strength

Ability to
regenerate

people

Recruitment

<Quality of collective
training>

<Budget>

<Trained strength>

Ability to
participate in

exercises

O

Quality of external
relations

Amount ofefficiencyachieved

<Uniformed
gapped billets>

Access to
appropriate trainingManpower

Quality of logistics support
infrastructure

Government directives

<Resource
constraints>

O

Political will

Deployability

<Political will>

Level of
operational Risk

O

O

<Uniformed
gapped billets>

O

<Budget>

<Force Element
activity levels>

O

<Quality of external
relations>

<Actual readiness state
of Force Element>

O

<Uniformed
gapped billets>

O

Ability to carry out tasks

Actual readiness state of force element
y

Force Element availability
Operational Capability of platform

Fleets readiness
Fleet operational capability
(Force Element availability)

Sustainability

Quality of environmental assessment

Quality of measurement of REA
Quality weather forecasting

Timeliness of environmental assessment
Timeliness weather forecasting

Quality of Force packaging

Flexibility of Force elements
Notice for tasking

Quality and strength of interrelationships
Quality of decision making

Quality of intelligence
Information quality

Quality of communications
Quality of fusion of data

Quality of operational directive
Abilit to respond to conseq ences of battle

■ Measure definition
■ Purpose
■ Definition
■ Components
■ Owner
■ Target

Draft Balanced Scorecard

Results Customer

PeopleProcesses
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Quality of collective
training

Retention

Morale

Quality of life

Recruitment

O

Personal
effectiveness

Individual
training

<Quality of
management>

<Quality ofmanagement>

<Budget>

Desire for
operational success

<Operational
success>

Quality of leadership

Strength of ethos

appropriate training
facilities

Resource
constraints

Manpower
availability

O
O

O

<Quality of
collective training>

O

Quality of tactical development

Ability to respond to consequences of battle
(Force Element availability)
Number of lessons applied

Number of tactical development trials
Quality of operational analysis

Quality of training

■ Target
■ etc

PeopleProcesses

Focus on strategy, cause and effect and drivers. Not measures



Cause and effect model (Strategy Map) – Example: UK Justice Organisation 
performance

Success: Delivery of a more effective, transparent 
and responsive Criminal Justice System (CJS) for 

victims and the public

Results

Public 
confidence in 

CJS
Transparency CJS is fair and

b

Customers
Transparency 

of CJS
seen to be so

Victims & witnesses 
appropriately 

supportedCommunity 
priorities

Community 
t

Fair to 
minorities

Fair legal

Expectations 
managed

Offences 
brought to 

justice

Appropriate 
communications Efficient and 

effective processes

priorities 
addressed

engagement

Processes 
are fair

Fair legal 
frameworkProcesses

Processes 
focus on Coordinated

Employees as 
advocates esp Police

Processes have 
Victims & 

Witnesses at their 
heart

Employees Cross system

National 
framework. Local 

Delivery

People, 
information and 

technology

serious crimes
Coordinated 
partnership 
approach
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Employees 
engaged and able

Cross system 
team working

Better information, 
better shared



Using the driver tree to identify what to measure. Example M&S Organisation 
performance

logistics costs

stock holding costs
transport costs

personnel costs

appropriate employee learning
head office employees

Principles:
Balance enablers & results
Cover all drivers

costs

personnel costsnumber of employees
remuneration

product cost

buying overhead costs
complementary products between BUs

purchased volumes
(right product cost price)

ll t l f

Avoid duplicates
Consider ease of measurement 

C

O
quality of expenditure 

management

excellent employee performance
quality of information

quality of planning

basket size (value)

(actual selling price)
customer ability to find product

lost sales
propensity to buy

Value

O

V

E

R

sales
propensity to buy

upselling
willingness and ability to buy

basket size (volume)
basket size (no items)

no of baskets returns
customer satisfaction

ease of returning
quality assuranceeffect of price reductions

b i i ( k )
Results Customer

A

G

E

selling margin

quality assurance
actual selling price

gross buying margins (target markup)
product price sensitivity

(right product cost price)

right product cost price

supplier discounts
cost of delivery

right product approval
unit product cost

PeopleProcesses
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B A L A N C E Result Enabler 

p



Example Balanced Scorecard – UK Ministry of Justice
- What to measure

Organisation 
performance

DSO4: Deliver a more effective, 
transparent and responsive CJS for 
victims and the public

CJGMB (Meeting No. 03)(Paper No. 4A)(12 Sept 2008)

Results
1.1 % OBTJ

Partners, stakeholders & customers (external 
MoJ)

Results
1 % Offences brought To Justice

Partners, stakeholders & customers
1Appropriate communication (inc expectations mgt)

CJGMB (Meeting No. 03)(Paper No. 4A)(12 Sept 2008)Objective: To deliver a more effective, transparent & responsive CJS for victims and the public

victims and the public%
1.2 System aligned (inc knowledge & capacity)
1.3 Sentences & penalties inc fines complied with & enforced
1.4 Public confidence in Criminal Justice System
1.5 Public confidence in Youth Justice System
1 6 Asset recovery

2.2 Q of plans to address unjustified race 
2.3 Quality of service to Victims
2.4 Delivery of Witness charter
2 5 CJS is fair and seen to be so [remove – covered

2 System aligned (inc knowledge & capacity)
3 Sentences & penalties inc fines enforced
4 Public confidence in Criminal Justice System
5 Public confidence in Youth Justice System

pp p ( p g )

2 Quality of plans to address unjustified race 
disproportionality

3 Quality of service to Victims

1.6 Asset recovery
1.7 Victim & Witness satisfaction
1.8 Local community confidence in local CJS

2.5 CJS is fair and seen to be so [remove covered 
elsewhere?]

y
6 Asset recovery
7 Victim & Witness satisfaction
8 Local community confidence in local CJS

4 Delivery of Witness charter
5 CJS is fair and seen to be so
6 Effective engagement with OGDs and partners

Processes
3.1 Appropriate access to legal aid

3.2 Attrition in CJS 
3.3 LCJB capacity to identify & deliver local priorities
3 4 S d t li d ffi i t & ff ti

People, Information and technology 

4.1 Forecasting, evidence, analysis
4.2 Employees as advocates of whole CJS

People, Information and technology 
1 Forecasting, evidence, analysis

2 Employees as advocates of whole CJS

Processes
1 Appropriate access to legal aid
2 Attrition in CJS 
3 LCJB capacity to identify & deliver local priorities
3.4 Speedy streamlined efficient & effective processes
3.5 Efficient use of resources
3.6 Effective custodial & community Sentences
3.7 Cross system synergies identified & implemented
3.8 Appropriate effective response to young offenders3 9

4.3 MoJ Workforce capacity/capability
4.4 Speedy flow of accurate & relevant info across CJS 
boundaries

3 MoJ Workforce capacity/capability

4 Speedy flow of accurate & relevant info across 
CJS boundaries 

5 CJS paid staff and volunteers represent communities

4 Speedy streamlined efficient & effective processes
5 Efficient use of resources
6 Effective custodial & community Sentences
7 Cross system synergies implemented
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Appropriate, effective response to young offenders3.9 Effective focus on priority groups & areas
3.10 Fair, effective legal framework (adults and youth)

5 CJS paid staff and volunteers represent communities 
served8. Appropriate, effective response to young offenders

9 Effective focus on priority groups & areas
3.10 Fair, effective legal framework (adults and youth)



Reporting 
Example – UK Department of Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (Defra)

Organisation 
performance
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10,000 Plus employees



Example Drill-down
Overall Status and 

components
Risks to achieving 

Green Statuscomponents

Driver Tree –
shows causes 

and effects

Rationale 
behind Status

Actions to improve 
deliver  to deliver 

green status
behind Status

Forecast improvement -
Trajectory
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Target – What 
Green means



Measuring drivers – fit for purpose, not an industry

Fit for purpose

ManagementInformal Acc rate

Low cost

Low confidence

High cost

High confidence
Measuring performance spectrum

P i t iManagement 
Judgement 

- Collective views of 
the management 
t

Informal 
judgement
- Pub talk

Accurate 
measure

- High quality, 
trusted data

Proxy, or interim 
measure

- Eg GDP

team - 95% confidence

Cost – benefit?

Example: What is your assessment of the quality of leadership at your agency?

Management judgement – a good start
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Scope – wider areas

E d f

Performance management  and measurement:

■ Purpose

The system andStrategyStrategic

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Energy and focus■ Purpose

■ Principles

Drivers and 
Metrics

Sphere of 
influence -

Accountability

The system and 
causal logic

StrategyStrategic 
Objectives

Governance

Inputs Outputs Outcomes

■ Components

Reporting Actions to drive 
performance

National Agency 
performanceProcurement Value for 

Money
Project 
Benefits

Organisation 
performance

■ Scope
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performance
performance

performance Money 
performance

Benefits 
Management



National performance – GDP. A proxy measure National 
performance

Robert F Kennedy 1968: "Too much and too long, we seem to 
have surrendered community excellence and community 

values in the mere accumulation of material things. Our gross 
national product if we should judge America by that - counts

Simon Kuznets, 1937. Inventor of GDP
“This is a potentially dangerous 

oversimplification that could be misleading and 
subject to illusion and resulting abuse since itnational product ... if we should judge America by that counts 

air pollution and cigarette advertising, and ambulances to clear 
our highways of carnage. It counts special locks for our doors 

and the jails for those who break them. It counts the 
destruction of our redwoods and the loss of our natural wonder 

i h ti l It t l d th t f l

subject to illusion and resulting abuse since it 
does not account for the personal distribution 
of income or a variety of costs that must be 

recognised”

in chaotic sprawl. It counts napalm and the cost of a nuclear 
warhead, and armoured cars for police who fight riots in our 
streets. It counts Whitman's rifle and Speck's knife, and the 

television programs which glorify violence in order to sell toys 
to our children. 

Al Gore, ‘The Future’ 2013
“GDP is based on absurd calculations that 

completely exclude any consideration of the 
distribution of income, the relentless depletion 

of essential resources, and the reckless

"Yet the gross national product does not allow for the health of 
our children, the quality of their education, or the joy of their 

play. It does not include the beauty of our poetry or the 
strength of our marriages; the intelligence of our public debate

of essential resources, and the reckless 
spewing of prodigious quantities of harmful 

waste into the atmosphere, oceans, rivers, soil 
and biosphere.” 

NZ Tstrength of our marriages; the intelligence of our public debate 
or the integrity of our public officials. It measures neither our 

wit nor our courage; neither our wisdom nor our learning; 
neither our compassion nor our devotion to our country; it 

measures everything, in short, except that which makes life 

NZ Treasury 
– Living 

standards
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worthwhile. And it tells us everything about America except 
why we are proud that we are Americans.” 



Procurement performance - The contracting spectrum Procurement 
performance

In-house Contracting focus

Own staff Contractors Input Output Impact
(Short

Outcomes
Payment

Outcomes
Social

Outcomes
(Med/long

Current

Own staff Contractors based based (Short 
term)

- Payment 
for success

-Social 
Bonds

(Med/long 
term)

Current 
position

Potential 
position Shift to the right

Change
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Procurement performance – Requires better measurement Procurement 
performance

In-house Contracting focus

Own staff Contractors Input Output Impact
(Short

Outcomes
Payment

Outcomes
Social

Outcomes
(Med/long

Increasing government emphasis internationally on outcomes
Trends

Own staff Contractors based based (Short 
term)

- Payment 
for success

-Social 
Bonds

(Med/long 
term)

Payment up front Payment once outcomes deliveredto

Increasing risk carried by the provider

Providers incentivised to research 
the approach

Government incentivised to research 
the approach to

The ‘What 
works’ agenda the approachthe approach

Providers straight jacketed 
– dumbed down

Providers incentivised to 
innovate
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Key enabler: Increasing  measurement capability (Attribution and causation)



Project and programme performance
- Benefits management. What can you claim?

Project and 
Programme 
performance

You need:
1. Quantified 

Claimable Not claimable
Causation

Hard benefit
Direct causal link
(The solution causes this 

directly)

Soft benefit
Indirect causal link

(The solution causes this 
indirectly)

Distant causal link
(solution may reasonably 

cause this but not reasonable 
to claim)

evidence relative 
to a baseline

2. Direct causal 
linkage

s

Financial
($)

linkage 
$ released through 
using more junior 

resource and dedicated 
team

Benefits to other 
organisations down the 

criminal justice pipeline e.g. 
corrections

B
en

ef
its

Performance
(P) Average case length Level of crime

Customer
(C)

Increased victim 
satisfaction 

(quantifiable)

Increased victim satisfaction 
(not quantifiable)
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Strong quantitative benefit Medium qualitative benefit Difficult and weak

Strength of link:



Conclusion

1. You need the right foundations

2. You need a coherent view of your strategic objectives and strategy

3. You need to understand the causal logic

4. If you change objectives, you must change strategy and metrics

5. Focus on the what – then the how.

Finally: How do you know how successful you are?

Not to satisfy Ministers, but to ensure better lives for 
New Zealanders
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Future Presentations

■ Presentation 2: Measuring and driving up Value for Money
KPMG: Thursday 17 October
4 00 5 30pm4.00-5.30pm
9th Floor
10 Customhouse Quay
RSVP: Sandra Greenaway 
sgreenaway1@kpmg co nz

■ Presentation 3: Understanding the system, identifying key drivers – Systems Thinking

sgreenaway1@kpmg.co.nz
04 816 4826

■ Presentation 3: Understanding the system, identifying key drivers Systems Thinking

Customer

Account Management Effectiveness

Customer sacrifice
OEase of complaining
OEase of Payment
OEase of using service O

Sustainability

Supplier
performance

Operational success

Operational
capability

Readiness gap

Readiness profile

Tasking

O

O

Budget

Stability of
global

environment

O

<Residual capability>

Quality of

<Supplier
performance>

<Budget>

<Trained strength>

Ability to
participate in

exercises

O

Quality of external
relations

Amount ofefficiencyachieved

<Uniformed
gapped billets>

Quality of logistics support

Quality of supplier
infrastructure

<Quality of
management>

Government directives

Deployability

<Political will>

<Budget>

<Quality of external
relations>

<Actual readiness state
of Force Element>

O

<Uniformed
gapped billets>

KPMG: Thursday 14 November
4.00-5.30pm
9th Floor Customer

SatisfactionExperience of competitor services
Satisfaction with collection issues

Satisfaction with contact/info
Satisfaction with Delivery issues

Satisfaction with products/services

O
Residual capability

Actual readiness
state of Force

Element

O
Force Element
activity levels

O

Equipment
availability at

readiness

Ability toRegenerateForce Elements

Total number of
Force Elements

Trained
strength

Quality of collective
training

Q y
maintenance

Quality of
management

Uniformed
gapped billets

O

Bearing

Untrained
strength

Ability to
regenerate

people

Retention

Morale

Recruitment

O

Personal
effectiveness

Individual
training

<Quality of
management>

<Quality of collective
training>

<Quality ofmanagement>

<Budget>

Desire for
operational success

<Operational
success>

Strength of ethos

Access to
appropriate training

facilities

Resource
constraints

Manpower
availability

O
O

O

<Resource
constraints>

O

Political will

Level of
operational Risk

O

O

O

<Uniformed
gapped billets>

O
<Force Element
activity levels>

O
O

10 Customhouse Quay
RSVP: Sandra Greenaway 
sgreenaway1@kpmg.co.nz
04 816 4826 
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Satisfaction with products/servicesQuality of life Quality of leadership<Quality of
collective training>
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